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ABSTRACT 

An experiment has been proposed to measure the zenith 

sky intensity and directly transmitted solar flux density at 

several wavelengths in the ultraviolet from an aircraft plat

form located at about 15 km. From these measurements, the 

vertical distribution of ozone above the platform is to be 

inferred, by inversion of the equation of radiative transfer. 

The present study is a consideration of the feasibi

lity of this experiment. Inversion of the radiative trans

fer equation is notoriously difficult, as it is subject both 

to instability and non-uniqueness of the inferred result. 

First, a new method of estimating the effect of er

rors in the measurements on the inferred result is given, 

and it is shown that for the present problem errors of more 

than about 3% are sufficient to make the data unusable. Two 

algorithms, one due to Twomey, and the other due to Chahine 

and modified by Twomey are compared, the second being found 

to be more stable. However, in either case the results in 

the event that measurement errors exceed 3% are so non-

unique as to be unusable. 

Second, an analysis is made of the errors to be ex

pected in a real experiment, due to atmospheric fluctuations 

as well as to ignorance of various parameters necessary for 

the calculation of the intensities and fluxes to be expected. 

ix 
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These errors are found to vary from 17% at the shorter wave

lengths to about 3% at the longer wavelengths. On the basis 

of this, it is concluded that with the present instrumenta

tion and the present knowledge of necessary ancillary param

eters, the experiment will not be feasible. 



CHAPTER I 

INTRODUCTION 

Interest in both the total amount and the height dis

tribution of atmospheric ozone is of long standing among 

meteorologists. As one of the principle absorbers of ultra

violet solar radiation, the ozone in the atmosphere acts to 

shield the biosphere from mutagenic radiation and plays an 

important role in the radiation balance of the stratosphere. 

Recently, this interest has been enhanced by fears of possi

ble deleterious effects on the ozone layer of stratospheric 

flight and fluoro-chloro-methanes (freon). 

While there is little doubt that ozone plays a sig

nificant role in the circulation of the stratosphere (Godson 

I960, Lindzen 1967), there is much more debate over its 

effect on tropospheric weather patterns. While Charney and 

Drazin (1961), using techniques akin to transmission line 

theory, found little mechanical coupling between strato

sphere and troposphere, others (Dickenson 1969, Miller and 

Johnson 1970, Bolton and Lindzen 1972) found that heating 

and cooling rates in the stratosphere can have significant 

effects on the transfer of energy between these two regions. 

Dopplick (1972) found it necessary to account for radiational 

1 
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effects of ozone in his study of radiational effects through

out the atmosphere. 

Recent concern with the effects of pollutants in the 

ozone layer have centered on chemical reactions of atmo

spheric ozone. A fairly complete review of atmospheric 

ozone photochemistry may be found in Dutsch (1971). 

Supersonic aircraft engines produce nitrogen oxides 

in their exhaust; nitrogen oxides are known to shift the 

equilibrium between ozone and oxygen towards the oxygen side 

of the ledger. Although nearly a dozen models have been pro

posed to assess the effects of different levels of excess 

nitrogen oxide overloads (National Academy of Science, 1975), 

using various values of rate coefficients for the various 

reactions and different values for the eddy diffusion coef

ficient, all predict a diminution of some percent with the 

proposed fleet of SST's. 

The freon problem is more difficult to handle, as 

the background levels of fluorine and chlorine are not known, 

nor have the strengths of all possible sinks been determined. 

Crutzen (1974) has made some estimates, using a photochemi

cal model, of the reduction in ozone content with the cur

rent production of fluro-chloro-methanes, and concludes that 

the total column amount of ozone might be reduced as much as 

10%, although some layers near the tropopause might experi

ence an increase in the local concentration. 
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Various measurement programs have given us some idea 

of the distribution of ozone with latitude and season. 

Craig (1965) presents much of these data, mostly for the 

Northern hemisphere. Sticksel (1970) has made measurements 

in the Southern hemisphere, as has Kulkarni (1962). 

Kulkarni has also compared the two hemispheres and found sig

nificant differences between the seasonal changes and the 

total amounts of ozone in the north and south. Ramanathan 

(1963) studied the total ozone amount in the tropics, and 

found a bienniel variation which he suggests may be related 

to the biennial cycle in the stratospheric circulation. 

Measurements of either the total ozone concentration 

or the vertical distribution of ozone fall mainly under four 

headings: 1) Dobson spectrophotometer measurements of total 

ozone content, 2) Direct sounding techniques using rocket or 

balloon borne sondes; 3) Umkehr measurements and 4) Satel

lite measurements. 

The Dobson spectrophotometer (Dobson 19 31, 1963) 

measures directly transmitted solar radiation in two wave

length bands, one highly absorbed by ozone and one outside 

of the main part of the ozone bands. From the ratio of the 

two fluxes, as well as knowledge of the solar zenith angle, 

a value for the total column density of ozone can be deduced. 

The Dobson instrument was recently compared with a similar 

instrument using different wavelengths and band-spreads 

(Bojkov 1969), and the two were found to differ by less than 
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6% for fairly high sun (secant of the zenith angle < 1.5), 

while a difference of 15-20% was noted at lower elevation 

angles. 

A great deal of data have been taken using either 

rocket or balloon borne ozonesondes, using either chemical, 

chemiluminescent or optical sensors (Regener 1964, Carver, 

Horton and Burger 1966, Rosen 1968, Mani and Sreedharan 1969, 

Hilsenrath, Seiden and Goodman 1969, Krueger 19 69, Krueger 

1973). As the sensors can be calibrated fairly well in the 

laboratory, the data from these sondes is generally of good 

quality. Sometimes the sondes can be recovered and reused. 

The Umkehr technique also measures the ratio of 

radiation at two wavelengths, only now the radiation mea

sured is the zenith sky intensity. These measurements are 

made at several values of solar zenith angle, for fairly low 

sun. This series of measurements is then inverted to obtain 

the vertical distribution of ozone above the measuring sta

tion. Mateer (1964) has looked into the problem of the in

formation content of the Umkehr measurements and concluded 

that no more than four independent pieces of information 

could be derived from thifS technique. This question of in-

formation content will be discussed in greater detail in the 

following chapter. 

Dutsch and Ling (1969) compared results of Umkehr 

observations with ozone distributions obtained by direct 

soundings and concluded that the "smearing"- effect of the 
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inversion procedure tended to reduce the size of the ozone 

maximum. DeLuisi and Furukawa (1970) and DeLuisi et al. 

(1975) have pointed out that severe errors may be made in 

Umkehr inverstions by ignoring the effects of suspended par

ticulates. With these additional uncertainties, Mateer's 

figure of four pieces of information may be an overestimate. 

Satellite data have also been used to try to deter

mine both the total ozone content beneath the platform (Dave 

and Mateer 1967, Prabhakara et al. 1970, Mateer, Heath and 

Krueger 1971) as well as the vertical distribution of ozone, 

either directly beneath the satellite (Rawcliff and Elliot 

1966, Anderson et al. 1969, Krueger 1973, Heath, Mateer and 

Krueger 1973), or using horizon measurements (Russel and 

Drayson 1972). Virtually all satellite measurements require 

a certain amount of ancillary information, such as the tem

perature structure, in order to be able to invert the data. 

In most cases, some of these data needs to be taken on faith, 

and generally the problem of the non-uniqueness of the in

verted profiles under these conditions of uncertainty has 

not been assessed. 

Other methods of determining the vertical ozone dis

tribution include a statistical technique (Sellers and 

Yarger 1969), a differential absorption technique using 

laser radar (Schotland 1974), and a technique whereby the 

vertical flux of ozone to the ground is measured and the 
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ozone concentration near the ground and its vertical gra

dient are inferred (Regener and Aldaz 1969, Aldaz 1969). 

Virtually all of the methods enumerated suffer from 

an inability to obtain data with a fine space and time reso

lution. Most of them require rather expensive ground based 

instrumentation, and therefore cannot provide very much spa

tial resolution (certainly no more than the resolution of 

weather stations, currently at least 100 miles). Umkehr 

measurements cannot provide fine time resolution, as they can 

only be taken in the morning and in the evening, when the sun 

is low. Finally, with few independent pieces of information 

available, no inversion technique will be able to provide 

very good resolution in the vertical. 

The Backscatter Ultraviolet (BUV) satellite experi

ment is perhaps the best in this regard. Since radiative 

measurements can be made rather quickly, a complete data set 

(a wavelength scan) can be taken in a time on the order of 

two minutes. In the case of a satellite, this corresponds 

to a distance of several hundred miles. Therefore, it was 

decided to mount the same type of instrument on an aircraft 

flying at an altitude near 15 km and looking up rather than 

down. The present study considers the feasibility of such a 

method for determining the vertical ozone distribution above 

the aircraft level. Measurements of both zenith sky inten

sity and directly transmitted solar flux density were made 

in the wavelength region 260'- 400 nm (Thekaekara et al. 
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1975). Unfortunately, due to problems of design and instru

mental drift, the initial data were completely unsuitable 

for inversion. 

Since a complete wavelength scan can be made in 

about two minutes and since we will only be concerned with a 

small portion of the spectrum scanned, an instrument could 

be designed which would, with the lower speed of the air

craft, give a horizontal resolution on the order of a few 

tens of kilometers rather than a few hundreds with the satel

lite system. In addition, since the aircraft instrument is 

looking up, problems of cloud or surface reflectivity are not 

found. On the other hand, by flying below the ozone maximum 

centered near 2 0 km, the function to be recovered (the ver

tical distribution of the ozone) is more complex (since we 

will wish to probe through the maximum) and therefore more 

information is required to recover it. The satellite system 

probes only from the top of the atmosphere down to some level 

several kilometers above the maximum. Since this function 

can be recovered by specifying fewer parameters (it is gen

erally very close to a simple exponential), the chances for 

a successful inversion are better. However, the amount of 

data obtained is much less. 

With these considerations in mind the problem be

comes one of determining whether an instrument can be de

signed that will take data that is sufficiently accurate to 
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allow one to determine the ozone distribution from 15 km to 

about 50 km. 

In Chapter II we will consider the problem of inver

sions in general. A new method is introduced for estimating 

the amount that random errors in the input data will be mag

nified into random errors in the inferred distribution. This 

method is somewhat simpler than Twomey's (1965) more exact 

method. Chapter III will be a consideration of the particu

lar problem at hand and two algorithms for the inversion 

will be described. In addition, a new and simpler method 

for estimating an upper bound on the number of independent 

pieces of information contained in the measurements will be 

described. Chapter IV will compare the two algorithms in 

terms of their stability and the uniqueness of the results 

produced in the face of different amounts of random error. 

In Chapter V we will analyze the sources and sizes of the 

random errors in our problem, in the light of the require

ments of the inversion problem, and Chapter VI will suggest 

improvements to the design of the proposed experiment, on 

the basis of the information in Chapters IV and V. 



CHAPTER II 

INVERSIONS: UNIQUENESS AND STABILITY 

The equation of radiative transfer can, in many in

stances related to remote sensing applications, be written 

in the form of a Fredholm integral equation of the first 

kind: 

•b 
K(x/y)f(x)dx = g (y) (2.1) 

a 

Here the function g(y) is measured, and the function K(x,y) 

is known, or calculated from known parameters. The function 

K(x,y) is known as the kernel function. 

In general of course, the function g(y) is not mea

sured, but rather a series of measurements are taken at 

specified values of the variable y, say the set y^. Also, 

since the problem is to be solved numerically, the integral 

is approximated in some fashion by a discrete sum, and we 

solve the problem not for the function f(x), but rather for 

the values of f at some set of x's, say x^. 

If we make m measurements and wish to solve for the 

values of f at n points, eq 2.1 may be rewritten in matrix 

form as 

Af = g (2.2) 

9 
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where the matrix A is an m x n matrix representing the ker

nel function, and the matrices f and g are n x 1 and m x 1 

column matrices respectively. 

Considering for the moment only the simple case m = 

n, it would seem straightforward to solve eq 2.2 by invert

ing the matrix A and setting f = A ^"g. While this may be a 

perfectly legitimate mathematical operation, experience has 

shown that in almost all cases the results are unphysical 

and display large unwanted oscillations. 

The reason for these instabilities is that the ma

trix A is almost always very nearly singular. In the pres

ence of the ubiquitous quadrature and measurement errors, 

the set of n linearly independent equations 2.2 can become 

in fact linearly dependent, in the sense that knowledge of 

some of the elements of the matrix f allows us to predict, 

to within the limits of the errors involved, all of the mea

sured values, g. Thus, the number of independent pieces of 

information, in the presence of errors, is always some value 

less than n. 

Twomey (1965) has given an algorithm for determining 

the number of independent pieces of information that can be 

retrieved from an inversion scheme in the presence of random 

errors. If C is a known, positive constant, equal to £(f?)2 

where the f? are approximate values of the members of the 

solution matrix, then the number of pieces of information 
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must be reduced by one for every eigenvalue, , of A such 

that the following inequality holds: 

CAi < J£j
2. (2.3) 

Here the e^ are the values of the random errors at the y^. 

It may be noted in this connection that increasing 

the number of measurements does not help the situation at 

all. If the system of equations is linearly dependent, then 

the amount of information that can be extracted from it will 

be enough to predict, within the experimental error, the 

value of any new measurement. Hence, no new information is 

generated by increasing the number of measurements. 

The readily observable result of this situation is 

that simple-minded inversions of the above type lead to math

ematically correct results, but results which oscillate 

wildly, or show other features which contradict a priori 

physical knowledge. (For example, giving negative values 

for the concentration of ozone at some height is typical be

havior of an unconstrained inversion). This situation can 

be overcome by introducing various constraints into the prob

lem, as discussed by Twomey (1965). These constraints will 

be taken up in the next chapter in relation to the particular 

problem at hand. 

Another way of looking at the problem of non-physical 

results from an inversion algorithm, and one which lends it

self equally well to non-linear systems, is as follows. Let 
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the matrices f and g be thought of as vectors in an n-dimen-

sional space, connected by an arbitrary function F. (Note 

that in this case the variables in the matrix f do not have 

to be dimensionally homogeneous). 

Referring to figure 1, (for the case n = 2) , let P 

be the actual value of the vector f, which we are trying to 

infer. Then the function F maps P into P1, which is some 

value of the vector g. If our instrumentation and quadra

ture errors were zero, this is the value of g that we would 

measure, and merely finding the inverse of the function F 

would lead us back to the vector f. Since this is not the 

case, we may only assert that the value of g that we measure 

lies somewhere in the volume labelled V", where the sides of 

this volume are given by the errors in each of the measured 

quantities„ 

Now, the inverse of the function F maps the volume 

V' into the volume V in the f-space. The ratio V/V' is 

given by the inverse of the determinant of the Jacobian ma

trix of the function F, and it is this value that is often 

very large. (Strictly speaking, this is only true in the 

linear case, where the Jacobian matrix is just the matrix A, 

which we have already noted is almost singular. In the non

linear case, the expression V/V1 = l/det(J) is only true for 

infinitesimal V and V'. However, if the value of det(j) is 

not too wildly varying, we may take an average value and use 

it for the purpose of estimation.) 
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REGION OF PHYSICALLY 
REASONABLE SOLUTIONS 

f 2 

f g 

J = 

dg, *g. \ 

a f ,  CM 

! 

<3g2 3gz 

a f  i  d f z  /  

Fig. 1. Schematic Diagram of the Inversion Problem 
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Again, referring to figure I, we see that two prob

lems arise. First, the volume V encompasses areas of the 

domain of f which, while mathematically plausible, are known 

on physical grounds to be unreasonable. This is known as an 

instability of the inversion routine, and might lead to the 

above mentioned example of negative ozone concentrations. 

The second difficulty is that the volume V also intersects 

large areas of the subdomain of physically reasonable re

sults. That is, every one of a great number of solutions 

may be able to reproduce the measured data to within the 

experimental error and at the same time be physically accept

able. Twomey's method of applying some constraint to the 

solution will pick out of this subdomain that solution which 

simultaneously reproduces the measured data to within the 

limits of precision of the measurements, and will also satis

fy some extremum condition, such as having the sum of the 

squares of the second derivatives at all the quadrature 

points be minimum (smoothing constraint). Such constraints 

must, however, be chosen with great care, as it is quite pos

sible that a solution which satisfies the measured data and 

the constraint is not the best solution. We shall return to 

this point in the following chapters. 

Since in our problem the Jacobian matrix can be com

puted exactly (to within the limits of quadrature error), 

and the determinant evaluated, it is possible to estimate 

how much magnification is undergone by measurement errors. 
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This is done in the following chapter, when we derive expres

sions for the elements of the Jacobian matrix. At present, 

however, we may note that typical results are an amplifica

tion factor for fractional errors of about 40. That is, 

2%% errors in the measured intensities are amplified to er

rors on the order of 100% in the ozone concentration at any 

height. Thus, any errors, whether in quadrature, measure

ment, or due to ignorance of the various ancillary parame

ters necessary to the calculations will give an unacceptable 

level of non-uniqueness in the inverted solution. 

This is borne out by actual numerical experimentation 

with the two inversion schemes used. When random errors of 

more than 3% were applied to computer generated "meas-ure-

ments," the inversion schemes gave either no physically 

reasonable results, or results which varied a great deal 

among themselves, but were all able to reproduce the input 

data to within the 3% tolerance. 

It is clear therefore, that any attempt to measure 

the small scale structure of the ozone field will require 

data that is accurate to within 1 or 2% at the most. In 

Chapter V we will consider the feasibility of obtaining such 

data with our current knowledge of the parameters needed, 

and given the level of fluctuation of the atmosphere itself. 



CHAPTER III 

FORMULATION OF THE PROBLEM 

The Radiative Transfer Equation 

The zenith sky intensity at any wavelength is propor

tional to the incident extraterrestrial solar flux density 

at that wavelength. Many measurements of the solar spectrum 

have been made (Johnson 1954, Stair and Ellis 1968, Makarova 

and Kharitonov 1972, Heath 1973, Thekaekara 1974, DeLuisi 

1975), but the values in the wavelength region 290 - 325 nm 

are not known to within 5%. Since it was initially deter

mined that percentage errors in excess of 3% would not allow 

us to obtain reasonable, unique solutions, it was decided 

that the intensity measurements should be normalized in a 

way that would remove the incoming flux from the equations. 

This was done by forming the ratio of the zenith sky inten

sity to the directly transmitted solar flux density at the 

aircraft level. The term "ratio" will hereinafter mean this 

ratio unless otherwise specified. 

An expression for this ratio can be derived as fol

lows. We assume a horizontally homogeneous, plane parallel 

atmosphere. The homogeneity must extend from the observa

tion point some tens of kilometers in the direction of the 

sun, in order that all the solar beams to be scattered in 

16 
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the direction of the sensor see the same atmospheric param

eters. The effect of deviations from homogeneity will be 

considered in Chapter V. 

We further assume that only the first scatter of 

light out of the incoming solar beam contz'ibutes to the ze

nith intensity. Preliminary calculations of the component 

of doubly scattered radiation where both scatters take place 

above the aircraft level showed this component to be smaller 

than the first scatter component by 4 to 7 orders of magni

tude. The error was greatest at longer wavelengths. The 

reason for this large dropoff is the increased path length 

of the doubly scattered light. Since there is so much ab

sorption at these wavelengths, the second-scatter beams are 

severely attenuated before reaching the detector. As this 

effect is more pronounced with increasing amount of ozone 

absorption, the fraction is smaller at the shorter, near-

ultraviolet wavelengths. 

Referring now to figure 2, we see the atmosphere 

broken up into N layers, extending from the observation level 

to 50 km. Above 50 km the amount of scattering is usually 

negligible, and further, any light scattered from above 50 

km has a considerable vertical path length to traverse be

fore reaching the detector. Thus, it must undergo consider

able attenuation. Calculations in which the top level of 

integration was changed from 50 km to 45 km showed that the 

scattering from the 45-50 km layer contributed to the 
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Fig. 2. Radiative Transfer through a Plane-
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measured intensity less than 1% at longer wavelengths, in

creasing to almost 10% at 290 nm. The effect of the scatter

ing from the region 50 km and above would of course be 

smaller, since there are significantly fewer scatterers, and 

the absorption path length is much longer. In any event, 

inversions were performed with data generated by integrating 

to 50 km, and the calculations of ratios in the inversion 

routines were performed with the same top level. Thus the 

programs were self-consistent. In any problem involving 

real data, investigation of the error due to truncation of 

the integral would have to be carefully investigated, espe

cially at the short wavelength end of the spectrum. In the 

present study however, this self-consistency assures us that 

general statements made about the amount of error the inver

sion can tolerate will be correct. 

Returning now to figure 2, we wish to compute the 

contribution to the zenith sky intensity from each layer, i. 

We will then add all these contributions. The directly 

transmitted solar flux density arriving at layer i is F , 
O J A 

exp (-t^/viq) , where is the total optical depth from the 

top of the atmosphere down to layer i, and is the cosine 

of the solar zenith angle, 0 . 

(In many radiative transfer problems, the optical 

depth from either the top or the bottom of the atmosphere is 

a convenient vertical coordinate. The optical depth is de

fined as 
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T = ̂ pkAfTds 

where k^ T is the total extinction cross section per unit 

mass, p is the density of the attenuating material and ds is 

the geometrical path length (here ds = dz). Inspection of 

the above definition shows x to be dimensionless. An opti

cal depth of x = 1 is that optical depth through which a 

beam must pass to be attenuated to 1/e of its initial value.) 

The fraction of this energy that is scattered in the 

downward vertical direction, per unit steradian, per unit 

interval of optical depth, is given by the expression 

^Ray^®o ŵo,Ray + ̂ Mie^®o ŵo,Mie* 

Here PRay(0o) ̂-s t̂ ie Rayleigh phase function evaluated at 

the solar zenith angle and is given by 3/16tt (1+cos2 (0q) ) , 

and p„,. (0 ) is the phase function for the aerosols evalua-
^Mie o * 

ted at 0 , a number which must be calculated from Mie theory, 

under the assumption that the aerosols are spherical, and 

possess a known size distribution and index of refraction. 

The effect of ignorance of these parameters will be assessed 

in Chapter V. 

The parameters Ray and Mie are the single-

scatter albedos of the layer for the molecular and particu

late components respectively, and are given by 

wo,Ray = AxA,Ray/ATA,T 

/a t3-1* w = At, ... /AT, m o,Mie A,Mie/ A,T 
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where At^ t is the total optical depth increment in the lay

er for wavelength X, or 

AT, m = AT, „ + AT, ... +AT, 
A,T A, Ray A,Mie A,Absorption 

On the evidence of Neuman (197 3), the particulates (assumed 

to be sulfates in the stratosphere) are taken to be non-

absorbing in the ultraviolet. 

The scattered radiation is further attenuated during 

its vertical transit to the observation level, by an amount 

exp(-(T, M - T, .)). Since this latter path is vertical, 
A , 1 A , X 

y = 1 and does not appear explicitly. 

Integrating all the contributions from 50 km to the 

observation level, we may express the scattered intensity as 

(0 ) co „ + p.,. (0 ) w . . Ray o o,Ray ^Mie o o,Mie) 

x50 km 

(3.2) 

The directly transmitted solar flux density at the 

observation level is given by FQ ^exp (-TT/iiQ) . Forming the 

ratio we may write 

r X ? , \  

RX = e"MXT'A (pR(0o)uo, R + pMie(0o)wo,M)eJ 
MT» 

dT' 

x50 km 

where M = 1 - l/y0« 
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If the intensity measurement is made with a differ

ent solar zenith angle than the flux density measurement, a 

separate Mj and Mp must be computed for the intensity and 

flux respectively, and the phase functions must be evaluated 

at the zenith angle appropriate for the zenith intensity. 

Then we have 

x 

-MFTT,A 
A e 

I ^ M 1 M T 

'PR*0I'MO,R + PM(0I)wo,M)e dT' <3-3' 
x50 km 

It is possible to write x_ , = x, , + xm , , , r T,A A,50 km T,A,slab 

where x^ , , , is the total optical depth of the 15 - 50 km X, A , S13D 

layer of atmosphere. Also, x' = x^ + x", where x" is 

the optical depth from 50 km down to the layer x'. Then, if 

Mp=MI, we may cancel a factor of exp(-Mx,_Q outside the 

integral with the exp(+Mx^p inside, and rewrite eq 3.3 

as 

R = ê XT,A,slab 

fXT,A,slab 

<PR'0I» Mo,R+PM(®I> Wo,M'eMT"dT" 

o 

Dropping the subscript "slab" and returning to single primes 

in the integral, we see that we have effectively just set 

X50 km = ^ at wavelen9ths. 

In a typical real case, - M-j. may be of the order 

of .05, while x5Q may have the value .002. Then the 
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error involved in setting t5Q km = 0 is of the order of 0.1% 

or less. Therefore, the integral will be written from 0 to 

tt ^ from here on. 

At this point it is worthwhile taking a closer look 

at the expression containing the wq's. We may write, using 

equations 3.1 

PT, (0T) AT.- , . +p.. (©._) AT., , . 
P (p> ) f.i j-p ^ / X, i M I M, A, l t \ 
"R I o,R % I o,M ATr . ,+ATm , .+aAfi. (3'4) 

R,A,x M,A,i l 

at any level i, where is the absorption coefficient for 

ozone at wavelength A, in units of cm *, and is the con

centration of ozone in layer i in units of cm (height of an 

equivalent amount of ozone at STP). Thus is just 

AT , t, • r and the denominator of the right hand side of eq 
clOS f A j 1 

3.4 is just AT , .. X 9 A r 1 

It should be noted here that we assume a knowledge 

of 1) the temperature structure as a function of height, 

which allows us to calculate T̂ ay(ẑ  an<̂  2) the number and 

size distribution of the particulates, as well as their in

dex of refraction, as functions of height, in order to cal

culate both TMj_e(z) and Pfiie ̂ * In chaPter v we will con

sider the effects of incorrect information on the temperature 

and aerosol structures, as this information is in fact 

generally not available. 
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At this point the integral in eq 3.3 may be written 

as a discrete sum in either of two ways. First, we can take 

an average value of the expression in parentheses' out of the 

integral and perform the integration layer by layer, summing 

them at the end. The result is 

i=N 

RX = eXp (_MFTT, A)</MI E P̂R (° I * Wo, R, A , i+PM (°I^ Wo,M,A,i ̂ 
i=l 

x (exp(M^t top of layer) 

exP(MiTbottom of layer^ (3.5) 

Another method is to cancel the dx1 and the Att ^ in 

the denominator of the term in parentheses (see eq 3.4) and 

then approximate the resulting two integrals as sums direct

ly. The result is 

i=N 

RA = expt-HPT^)^ <PR(0I)ATRfi,X + PM(0I)ATM,i,A' 

( 3 . 6 )  
x exp(MITi(X;]Iliadle Qf layer) 

Calculations with both eq 3.5 and 3.6 for the same 

model atmosphere and Az = 2 km differed by less than 3/4 of 

1% even at the shortest wavelengths considered. In this 

case.too, data used to test the stability of the two inver

sion routines considered were generated self-consistently. 

That is, where one algorithm used eq 3.5, the data were gen

erated with eq 3.5, and similarly with the other. Therefore, 
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while quadrature errors would in fact have to be considered 

when attempting to invert real data, this "best-case" study 

was able to ignore these errors. This subject is treated 

further in Chapter V. 

In the simplified case where there are no aerosols 

present, eq 3.6 was used to calculate the Jacobian matrix. 

Writing 

T , = T i,middle of layer R,x,middle of layer 

j-i~l 
+ E a, . 
, j=:l A 3 A 1 

and 

Total 

j=N 

= tt,R +jf1a*aj 

we can form the elements 

3R^ 

su. 
= -MIaxPR(ei)e 

"'Vt,* 
j=k-l M T. . MTT, 

j;14T»,i.*a +)s4TR,ke 1 k 

+ (MI-Mp)axRx (3.7) 

In order to convert to percentage errors, we wish to compute 

31n R^/Slnfi^, which can be done from eq 3.7 simply by mul

tiplying by VRr 

At this point we can consider the question of magni

fication of errors a little more deeply. Calculations were 

performed for a particular model atmosphere with Az = 5 km 
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and the observation level at 15 km. Thus there were seven 

height intervals. In order to make the Jacobian matrix 

square, those seven wavelengths which had the largest values 

of aln R^/3lnflj were chosen; these turned out to be the 

shortest seven wavelengths in the 290 - 325 nm range. (Reso

lution of the instrument was 1 nm.) 

The determinant of the Jacobian matrix was computed 

to be on the order of 6 x 10~12. Referring to figure 1 

again, this means that the ratio of volumes V/V' is about 

1.5 x 1011. The volume V1 is of course the product of the 

fractional errors in the measurement, and the volume V is 

the product of the fractional errors in the inferred ozone 

distribution. 
» 

To obtain an estimate of the fractional error in any 

one of the ft^, we can take the seventh root of V. Again, 

this is not strictly accurate, since there is no guarantee 

that the volume V is rectangular in the seven dimensions, 

let alone a cubical volume with all sides equal. The par

ticular shape of the volume V will be dependent on the func

tion F and the shape of the volume V'. The seventh root of 

the error magnification determinant is about 40. 

Since the ratio is more sensitive to the ozone con

centration at the lower layers, the magnification of errors 

will be smaller for these values than for the ones higher up. 

For example, for the wavelengths used for this particular 

determinant, the sensitivity to the ozone amount in the 
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lower layer is about one to two orders of magnitude greater 

than the sensitivity to the ozone amount in the topmost lay

er. From this information, and the fact that the geometri

cal average of the error magnifications must still be equal 

to about 40, we can deduce the different error magnifica

tions at each level. Thus for example, if the sensitivities 

differ by a factor of 100, the magnification at the lower 

levels might be only about 4, while at the upper levels it 

would be 400, and even 1% error in the measurements could 

give us no practical information about the ozone content at 

these levels. 

With equations 3.5 - 3.7, we may now proceed to de

scribe the two inversion algorithms used, and to compare 

their efficacy for the problem at hand. 

Twomey Inversion Scheme 

The first scheme is due to Phillips (19 62) and 

Twomey (1963, 1965), and will be described for the case of a 

linear problem first. Afterwards, the iterative extension 

to our (non-linear) problem will be presented. 

We begin with eq 2.2, but now extend the right hand 

side to include the inevitable errors, and write 

Af = g+ e (3.8) 

where e is the vector of errors, which are assumed to be ran

dom and uncorrelated. We now wish to find that solution 
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vector f which will minimize some function of f while keep

ing the norm of the vector e = Af - g constant. For example, 

we might wish to apply a smoothing constraint and minimize 

the sum of the squares of the second derivatives of f at the 

quadrature points, or we might wish to keep the sum of the 

elements of f constant (in our problem, where we might have 

some independent knowledge of the total amount of ozone 

above the aircraft). Another constraint we might wish to 

apply is to minimize the sum of the squares of the deviations 

of the f vector from some predetermined profile vector, say 

p. This last constraint might be used if we have some knowl

edge of a "typical" profile for the time and place of the 

measurements. 

Taking as an example the smoothing constraint, we 

might wish to minimize the form E (~) 2, while keeping o X 

(Af-g)T(Af-g) = constant. Writing in finite differ

ence form and introducing a Lagrange multiplier y, the prob

lem becomes one of solving the set of linear equations 

i=n-l 
° y 
3f. - t o  

3 1=2 

N 
f . _-2f .+f. ) 2 + l-l l l+l 1 ^ l 

0 (3.9) 

for all j 

This can be written in matrix form as 

Hf + y_1(ATAf - ATg) = 0. (3.10) 

which gives the solution vector f as 



f = (ATA + YH)_1ATg 

where the matrix H is given by 

1 - 2  1  

- 2  5 - 4  1  

1 - 4  6 - 4  

H= 

O 
1 -4  6 - 4  

1 - 4  5  

1 -2 

1 

- 2  

1 
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(3.11) 

and the superscript T denotes the matrix transpose. 

In a similar fashion, if we wish to minimize the de

viation of the derived profile from some standard profile p, 

then applying the above discussion to the form E(f^-p^)2 

gives a solution for the vector f as follows 

f = (ATA + yl)"1 (ATg + yp) (3.12) 

where I is the unit matrix. 

In our study we do not have a simple linear system 

of the form of eq 2.2. On the other hand, using eq 3.7 we 

may write approximately 

J (Aft) - AR - Rmeasure(j Calculated 

We may then solve for the Aft vector using equations similar 
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to eq 3.11 and 3.12, update the ft vector, recompute the R 

vector and J matrix, and continue iterating in this fashion 

until the solution converges. This is virtually an exten

sion of the Newton-Raphson iterative procedure for finding 

the zeroes of a non-linear function. 

With suitable algebraic manipulation we may apply 

any or all of the constraints mentioned above. Thus for 

example, if we wish to minimize the second derivation of the 

ft vector, we note that 

fi(l+1) = ft + Aft 

where the superscripts indicate iteration numbers, and, 

finding that Aft vector which minimizes E ~ 2ftj+"*" + 
• - q 

ft3:.,) 2 we arrive at a solution of the form 
D+l 

Aft = (JTJ + YH)_1(JT(AR) - Hft(l)) (3.13) 

where the H matrix is given above. It may be noted at this 

point that the H matrix takes on a slightly different form 

if the layers are not all of equal size, since then the 

weighting coefficients in forming the second derivatives 

vary. 

If we are constraining the shape of the ft vector, we 

can write the solution for the Aft vector as 

Aft = (JTJ + yH)-(JT(AR) + Y ̂ standard " (3-13) 
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As is easily seen from eqs 3.10 - 3.14, large values 

of y indicate greater amounts of constraint applied to the 

solution. For y = 0, the solutions all become the same as 

the least-squares solution to the problem. In order to 

solve the problem with the least amount of constraint possi

ble, an algorithm was coded into the routines that solved 

the equation being used for values of y decreasing by a fac

tor of 10 until unphysical values were obtained. Then y was 

increased by factors of 2 until the program again generated 

physically reasonable solutions, and this value of y was 

used for that iteration. 

After each iteration was completed, the value of the 

vector was updated by the just-calculated Aft vector, and new 

values of the J matrix and AR vector were calculated. The 

program exited if any of three conditions were met. 

1. The calculated ratios reproduced the measured 

ratios to within a predetermined precision (usu

ally 1%) . 

2. The change in the fractional deviations of the 

ratios from the measured values from one itera

tion to the next was less than .001 of their own 

value (convergence was too slow). 

3. The number of iterations exceeded some value. 

Since an interactive computer system was avail

able, the algorithm was programmed to type out 

an indicator of the program's progress (the 
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maximum fractional deviation of the calculated 

ratios from the measured ratios), and to accept 

instructions from the operator to perform a cer

tain number of further iterations. 

T Incidentally, the formation of the J J matrix can 

give us an estimate of an upper bound on the number of inde

pendent pieces of information we can obtain from the inver-

T sion. The elements of J J are 

(JTJ). . = Z J(A. ,z.) x J(A. ,z.) 
1  f J  K - L  J S . J  

We have already seen that the sensitivity of the ratios to 

changes in ozone amount at any level is a monotonically de

creasing function of A, at least in the region near 290 nm 

where a, is also a monotonically decreasing function of A. 
A 

Suppose now that the noise level is x%. In forming the sum

mation above, for some, often many, of the Aj,, the product 

J (A, ,z.) x J (A, ,z.) will contribute less than x% to the to-
JC Z K J 

tal. Clearly, any A^. for which this is true cannot be con

tributing any information above the noise level. It is not 

valid however, to assume that each A^ for which the product 

contributes more than x% does give us an independent piece 

of information. Thus, all we can determine from this method 

is an upper bound. 

The advantage of this method is that it can be done 

by inspection, without computing eigenvalues of the J matrix. 
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Twomey's criterion (eq 2.3) does require such manipulations, 

and although it is more exact, there is still a certain de

gree of arbitrariness in the selection of the constant C. 

Typical values for the upper bound in our problem 

were that we could expect no more than four independent 

pieces of information. This is comparable to Mateer's re

sults for the Umkehr technique. 

The Chahine-Twomey Scheme 

The second algorithm considered for use in our prob

lem was first proposed by Chahine (1970), and a modification 

was suggested by Twomey (Twomey, Herman and Rabinoff, in 

preparation). As above, we present the algorithm for the 

linear case first, and later extend the treatment to include 

the non-linear effects of our problem. In this case the ex

tension is somewhat more straightforward. As will be seen 

in subsequent sections, this algorithm proved to be more 

stable and to require fewer inputs than the Twomey method. . 

We again begin with eq 2.2. In most cases of inter

est, the kernel function (K(x,y) in eq 2.1, and the A matrix 

in eq 2.2) have forms typically like those shown in figure 3. 

We see that for different values of y^, the kernel function 

goes through a maximum value at different values of x^. As 

originally proposed by Chahine, if we wish to determine the 

value of f at n values of x, we must measure g at n values 

of y such that for each x^ at which.we wish to calculate f, 
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Fig. 3. Typical Kernel Functions 



there must be a corresponding y^ whose kernel function peaks 

at xj. Twomey's modification does away with this condition. 

It will become apparent when we extend the method to our 

problem that this is a very necessary improvement. 

Chahine's original algorithm is as follows: 

1. Compute the value of g(y^) using some initial 

gues for the f(x). 

2. Compute ?1 = g <Yl) measured/g (y^ calculated 

3. For the x^ at which the kernel function for y^ 

peaks, set f ̂ +D (x^) = f ̂  (x^) x 

4. Continue in this manner through all the y^. 

5. Exit if any of the three conditions enumerated 

for the Twomey method are met, else go to step 1, 

Here the superscript on the f's indicates the order 

of the iteration. 

One further disadvantage of the original algorithm 

is that it makes use only of the information contained at 

the peak of the kernel function at each y^, and ignores the 

shape of the function. Twomey's modification replaces step 

3 by 

3*. For all the x^ set 

f<k+l>,„ , _ v r. v A(Xj ,yi' (X.) = £ (X.) x ?i X A(x̂ y.) 

fk) A(x.,y.) 
+  f  (V x  ( 1" aB^77IT» 
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In this modification, the f's are replaced by a com

bination of the old f and the new f, which has been modified 

by The weighting factor is the value of the kernel func

tion at the appropriate value of x, normalized by the maxi

mum value of the kernel function for that y. In this manner, 

the shape of the kernel function is taken into account, and 

all the f's are modified more or less, depending on how much 

information is available from the kernel function at those 

particular values of x and y. 

The problem at hand is non-linear in two respects. 

First, the f vector is not the vector we are solving for 

(that is, the ozone distribution), but rather is the term 

involving the p(0)'s and the wq's. Therefore, once this 

combination of terms is modified, it still remains to solve 

for the ozone concentration from them, using eq 3.4. Fur

thermore, the kernel function is not independent of the 

ozone distribution. Changes in the ozone distribution 

change the shape and often the position of the peak of the 

kernel functions. This is the reason Twomey's modification 

is absolutely necessary to our problem. For if we choose 

some ozone distribution as our initial guess and pick cer

tain wavelengths whose kernel functions peak at the differ

ent heights of interest for this distribution, there is no 

guarantee that these wavelengths will be suitable in this 

sense for the ozone distribution that the program will solve 

for, nor for any of the distributions arrived at during the 
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iterative process. In fact, examination of several runs of 

this algorithm shows that typically it is not the case that 

the height of the peak of the kernel function is at all con

stant with changes in the ozone distribution. 

Referring back to eq 3.5 we may write 

ffA^Zi) - PRay (0j) ^,R,i + Pjyiie wo, A^,M, i 

exp(-MFTTj > 

A(AV ,z.) = n — 
k' i' M. 

1 

„ Mittop of layer i,A, MI bottom of layer i,A,) 
X v.6 K~6 K. 

Note that in this case even the f's are functions of 

both the variables A and z, the altitude. Since we are ul

timately solving for ft(z), which is not a function of A, and 

since the variation of the terms in f with A is known, there 

is no ambiguity introduced here. 

In our problem therefore, step 3' is replaced by 

three steps: 

3'a. Calculate new values of the kernel function 

with the new values of S2. 

3'b. Modify all the f values according to step 3' 

(Twomey modification). 

3'c. From the newly calculated f's and eq 3.4, 

calculate new values of ft. Thus 
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n(zi' = Spilptp- {ATR,Xk^R,0I) " f(2i'Xki7 

+ ATM,XkZPM(®l' - «(VVki7> (3-15) 

Again, the iteration continues until any of the three 

conditions enumerated above is met. There is one addition

al condition in this scheme. At all wavelengths, each of 

the new values of f is tested to assure that it is physical

ly reasonable (that when eq 3.15 is solved for ozone amount 

it gives a positive result). If for any wavelength at least 

one of the f's is unreasonable, step 3 is skipped and'the 

program continues with the next wavelength. If all wave

lengths are skipped, the program terminates. This testing 

generally results in a more stable scheme than the Twomey 

method, and one that can accept more error in the input data 

without diverging. 



CHAPTER IV 

A COMPARISON OF THE TWO ALGORITHMS 

Input Data Used 

No suitable experimental data were available to test 

the inversion algorithms. Therefore, separate programs 

were written to compute expected ratios for different model 

atmospheres. As explained in the previous chapter, input 

data were computed using the same equation that the particu

lar algorithm used, to avoid quadrature and numerical inte

gration error. This ploy allowed us to concentrate solely 

on other forms of error in analyzing the sensitivity,of the 

algorithms. 

Selection of Wavelengths 

The absorption coefficient of ozone is a rapidly 

varying function of wavelength in the near ultraviolet. 

Figure 4 indicates this variation. It is this rapid varia

tion and the large value of the absorption coefficient that 

allows us to make inferences about the ozone distribution by 

measuring radiation in this region. We do however run into 

a tradeoff problem. If the absorption coefficient is too 

large, the sensitivity to the ozone distribution may be 

great, but the measurable signal is too small for accurate 

data to be taken. On the other hand, if we go to wavelengths 

39 
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Pig. 4. Variation of Ozone Absorption Coefficient 
with Wavelength in the Near Ultraviolet 
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which are too long, the ozone absorption drops off to un-

acceptably small values, and there is no sensitivity to 

ozone amounts (the ozone does not affect the radiation at 

all). In the discussion of the particular inversion schemes 

the specific criteria for selection of wavelengths for that 

scheme will be discussed, but for the present we may note 

that on the long wavelength end the information content is 

negligible beyond about 330 or 340 nm, while below 290 nm it 

will be impossible to make measurements which are sufficient

ly accurate to permit us to invert. 

Temperature Structure 

Knowledge of the temperature structure is necessary 

to compute the vertical distribution of Rayleigh (molecular) 

scatterers. In most of the runs the temperature structure 

used was that of the ICAO Standard Atmosphere (see the Hand

book of Chemistry and Physics, 44th ed., p. 3495 ff). This 

temperature structure is defined as 

T = 216.66°K 11 km < z < 25 km 

T = 216.66 + 3 (z-25) °K 25 km < z < 47 km 

T = 282.66°K 47 km < z 

For purposes of comparison, a "non-standard" struc

ture was used, with T=216°K at 15 km and a lapse rate of 

3°K/km above 15 km. This "non-standard" structure is 
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considerably hotter than the standard structure throughout 

most of the depth of the region of interest. 

Rayleigh Scatter 

To compute the Rayleigh scattering optical depth, 

the number of molecules in each height interval was computed 

using the hydrostatic equation and the equation of state. 

The pressure at 15 km was taken as 120.4 mb. 

Other parameters needed are the Rayleigh scattering 

cross section and the index of refraction of air. These are 

given by Elterman (1968): 

2949810 , 25540 nn_8 m = 1 + (6432.8 + + )x 10 
S 146-A-2 41-A.-2 

. 3 /_ 2 -i \ 2 
8* <»>s -1) 6+34 

' r V " '  3 X " N S
2  6 ^  

<J_(X) = 

where 

m = index of refraction of air at sea level 
s 

o^(\) = Rayleigh scatter cross section at sea level 

(cm2/molecule) 

X = wavelength in cm 

Ng = number density of molecules at sea level at STP 

(cm~3) 

6 = depolarization factor, taken as .035. This 

factor arises on account of the anisotropy of 
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the scattering molecules, and the corresponding 

deviations from strict dipole radiation. 

The Rayleigh attenuation coefficient, expressed in 

units of km--'- (that is, cross section per unit volume) may 

then be written as 

3, (z) = ct (A.) x N(z) x 10 s (cm/km) 
A r 

where N(z) is the number density of molecules at height z. 

Then ATr is simply 

ATRay,X = Sx(z)Az 

Ozone Distribution and Absorption 

The ozone distribution used is also given by 

Eltermann, and is plotted in figure 5. It is this distribu

tion which the inversion routines will be attempting to re

cover. 

The ozone absorption coefficients as a function of 

wavelength were taken from the Handbook of Geophysics (1960). 

The values they give are from Inn and Tanaka (1953) in the 

region below 300 nm, and from Vigroux (1953) in the region 

from 2 80-360 nm. The ratios used were calculated self-

consistently between the inversion programs and the data-

generating programs, so we will postpone discussion of the 

accuracy of these parameters and the effect of errors in our 

knowledge of them to the next chapter. 
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There is a temperature dependence of the ozone 

absorption coefficient, the value varying by about 3% over 

the temperature range -44°C - +18°C, the range commonly found 

in the stratosphere. Therefore, using the temperature struc

ture that was employed for calculating Rayleigh scatter, the 

ozone absorption coefficient at each height could be deter

mined by interpolation. Further interpolation was sometimes 

necessary to obtain the values at the specific wavelengths 

we were using, but this never was over more than a few 

tenths of a nanometer. 

From this information we may compute At as 

ATabg(X,z) = fl (z) a (X , z) 

where 

ft(z) = ozone amount at height z (within Az) in cm 

a(X,z) = absorption coefficient in cm"-'- for wavelength 

X at temperature T(z) 

Aerosol Structure and Properties 

The standard aerosol structure was also adapted from 

Elterman. He gives tables for ^ at 1 km intervals for 

the wavelengths 280,300,320,340 nm. For wavelengths between 

any of these four, \ was interpolated according to 1/X 

law. In view of the great uncertainties in actually deter

mining the scattering properties of stratospheric aerosols, 
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this was considered to be a good enough approximation. 

Above 340 nm the value for 340 nm was used. 

Ratios were calculated for values of p... (0T) = *Mie I 

0.2,0.15,0.1,0.075, and 0.05. The actual value encountered 

in the atmosphere will depend strongly on the size distribu

tion and composition of the aerosols and may in general be a 

function of both height and wavelength. At present there is 

no good way of determining remotely what the proper values 

of z) or PMie(©j) are, although it may be possible to 

determine the value of tMie ot)S level using wavelengths 

far removed from the ozone absorption bands. Again, the re

sults of ignorance of these parameters will be discussed 

more fully in the following chapter. 

Data Generated 

Ratios were computed for each algorithm with a pro

gram that used the same approximation scheme and the same 

height interval, almost always Az = 2 km. Thus, quadrature 

errors were eliminated for these trials. Further data sets 

were generated with a pseudo-random number generator and a 

program which applied errors to the input data. 

In the following discussions, "random error of x%" 

will be taken to mean "errors not exceeding x%" rather than 

"errors whose average absolute value is x%" or the like. 

Thus, if an algorithm were found to be unstable when the 

errors did not exceed 4%, this might mean that the average 
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of the absolute values of the percent errors applied was 

more like 2%. (A pseudo-random number generator generates 

random numbers evenly spaced between zero and one.) 

Relative Stability of the Two Algorithms 

In this section we shall discuss only those cases 

where the various parameters are assumed to be known exactly. 

That is, the inverstion programs were given exactly the same 

temperature and aerosol structures that had been used to cal

culate the input ratios in the first place. Of course, some 

erroneous initial guess was used to initialize the ozone 

distribution. In addition, the same absorption parameters 

were used and the plane's flight path was assumed to be lev

el at 15 km. The initial guess used was taken to be rela

tively flat in the region of the maximum ozone concentration, 

in order not to bias the inversion to seek a maximum at any 

particular level. 

In general, the Chahine-Twomey method of inversion 

proved to be more stable than the Twomey algorithm. 

Twomey Method 

The Twomey method is most effective if wavelengths 

are used such that the values of J(A,z) are largest. That 

means that the shortest wavelengths for which data can rea

sonably be expected to be fairly accurate must be used. In 

our case we chose wavelengths starting at 29 0 nm and 
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increasing by 1 nm. Generally 10-15 wavelengths were used 

and those runs with 10 wavelengths were as effective as 

those with 15. This bears out our observation that there 

are considerably less than 10 independent pieces of informa

tion inherent in this problem. 

Two different kinds of constraints were tried with 

the Twomey method. First, inversions were attempted in 

which the second derivative was minimized. The results cer

tainly minimized the second derivative, but were monotonical-

ly decreasing functions of height, rather than showing a 

peak. Large values of y had to be employed in order for the 

t (J J + yH) matrix to be non-singular, thus the amount of 

smoothing needed to produce this unphysical solution was ex

cessive. 

When Yarger (1967) came across the same problem in a 

similar study he adopted the expedient of forcing the ozone 

concentration at the lowest layer to be held at a certain 

predetermined value. This forced the solution to "bend over" 

and he was thereby able to reproduce a distribution with a 

single maximum. Since in his case the inversion was calcu

lating ozone concentrations down to the ground, such an ex

pedient is certainly plausible; ground ozone concentrations 

are fairly constant and well known. In our case however, 

mounting chemical sensors on the aircraft in addition to the 

radiation instrumentation presents more of a problem and 

this constraint is therefore less acceptable. In addition, 
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as will become clear presently, even with another type of 

constraint altogether, the Twomey algorithm displayed quite 

a bit of instability at low noise levels. Therefore, further 

experimentation with the "second derivative type" constraint 

was abandoned. 

The second type of constraint attempted was the so-

called "standard profile" constraint. This is a constraint 

which minimizes the deviation of the inverted profile from 

some predetermined standard. In addition, it is assumed 

that the total ozone amount above the airplane level was 

known and the solution was renormalized to this value after 

each iteration. 

In figure 6 we see the correct answer (that is, the 

standard profile) and the inverted answers with a maximum 

error in the input data of 1%, 2% and 3%. Clearly, when the 

maximum error reaches 3% the inversion scheme is unstable. 

This would correspond to an rms error of no more than 2%. 

The solution in this case was constrained to lie near the 

same profile as the one used to generate the data. 

In figure 7 we see the correct answer, a second pro

file which is the profile used to constrain the solution, 

and, again,.the solutions produced by input data having maxi

mum errors of 1%, 2% and 3%. As before, 3% error produces 

unacceptable instabilities. Plotted next to each curve is 

the maximum percent deviation of the calculated ratios from 

the input data. 
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Comparison of figures 6 and 7 shows that with an in

put data set with maximum errors of 2%, stable results were 

produced. Furthermore, the maximum percentage deviation was 

less than 2%%, indicating that the data had been reproduced 

to about the same order of error as was present to begin 

with. However, we also see that the final inversion result 

is extremely sensitive to the form of the constraint used. 

Features such as the relative size of the peak and its posi

tion in height are found to depend critically on an arbitrar

ily chosen "constraint" profile. Of course, if the correct 

profile is chosen, the inversion results are quite good. 

However, if we could a priori choose the correct profile as 

a constraint, there would be no need to do the inversion at 

all. 

A further difficulty arises from the fact that both 

inversion results produce maximum percentage deviations of 

almost the same magnitude and within what can reasonably be 

expected of the data, given the amount of error impressed 

upon it. Thus, there is no way to decide which distribution 

is more likely to be the correct one. This is a manifesta

tion of the problem of non-uniqueness discussed in a general 

way in Chapter II. 

Since the experiment was conceived to allow us to de

tect small scale structure in the ozone distribution, this 

problem of non-uniqueness becomes quite serious. Since 
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widely differing distributions can account for the same mea

sured data, we have no guarantee that measurement of the 

same data over a large area means that there is no fine hori

zontal variation in the ozone distribution, but rather that 

we are just unable to detect it with the present experiment

al design. 

It should be emphasized at this point that these in

versions were performed assuming a knowledge of all necessary 

parameters. As mentioned above, this knowledge is generally 

not available and ignorance of things such as the tempera

ture structure further degrades the accuracy of the inver

sion results. This will be discussed further and examples 

will be given in the following chapter. 

Chahine-Twomey Method 

For the Chahine-Twomey method, those wavelengths 

must be chosen such that the heights at which the kernel 

functions peak are different for different wavelengths. As 

noted above, suitable wavelengths for one distribution may 

not be suitable for another. This necessitates the Twomey 

modification. The wavelengths used were those whose kernels 

peaked at heights from 17 km to 35 km for the standard ozone 

distribution. This means that the .information above 35 km 

is quite limited. Without the Twomey modification there 

would be no information for these heights at all. 
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The actual set of wavelengths used for a solar angle 

of 55° were 290, 291, 292, 293, 295, 298, 303, 312, 328, and 

325 nm. The effect of solar angle variations will be dis

cussed in Chapter V. 

Virtually the same problem of non-uniqueness is ap

parent in the Chahine-Twomey method, except that the method 

gives stable solutions even when the maximum errors are as 

much as 3% and sometimes when they reach the 4% level. 

Figures 8 and 9 show the results of Chahine-Twomey 

inversions on data sets with from 2% to 5% maximum errors. 

Figure 8 shows runs where the total ozone was constrained to 

be .276 cm (the correct value), while figure 9 shows runs in 

which the ozone amount was held at .290 cm (5% too high). 

Again, in all cases, even the seemingly unstable ones, the 

calculated percentage deviations from the input data were 

less than, or at least not much greater than, the input er

rors applied to the data. 

In the case of the Chahine-Twomey method, the non-

uniqueness property manifests itself in the sensitivity of 

the scheme to the initial guess used. While the Twomey 

method gave the same result independent of initial guess 

(but not independent of constraint profile), figure 10 indi

cates that this is not the case for the Chahine-Twomey meth

od (which has no constraints). In figure 10 two different 

initial guesses and the inversion results corresponding to 

them are plotted. As can be seen, the character of the 
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initial guess is reflected in the character of the solution, 

in terms of relative size of the peak of the distribution as 

well as its placement in height. Both these runs were made 

constraining the total ozone amount to .276 cm (the correct 

amount) and with maximum errors of 2%. 

Clearly, virtually any kind of ozone distribution 

with a peak between 2 0 and 30 km seems to be able to repro

duce the input ratios to within 4 or 5%, independent of the 

constraint profile used (in the Twomey method), or the con

straint on total ozone. It is this insensitivity which 

appears to preclude this method as a means of sensing re

motely small scale fluctuations in the ozone profile. 

Summary 

Both the Chahine-Twomey and the Twomey methods will 

invert data with maximum errors up to 2%, although the prob

lem of uniqueness, which is inherent in the radiative trans

fer equation and is not peculiar to any inversion scheme, 

makes either of them rather useless for sensing small devia

tions in the ozone profile. The Chahine-Twomey method fur

ther remains stable with larger maximum errors. In addition 

to this, the computer time needed to complete the schemes is 

much smaller in the case of the Chahine-Twomey method, as 

there are no matrices to calculate or invert. All further 

discussion will therefore concern itself with the Chahine-

Twomey method. 



CHAPTER V 

SOURCES OF ERROR 

In this section, we shall address ourselves to the 

various sources of error, both random and systematic, that 

can affect either the data, or the calculated ratios in the 

inversion schemes. These sources of error may be divided 

conveniently into three categories: 

1. Numerical - quadrature error, double scatter, 

discrete approximation error, finite field of 

view of the instrument, finite "top" of the at

mosphere . 

2. Atmospheric - errors caused by inhomogeneities, 

spatial or temporal, in the atmosphere. 

3. Ancillary - errors caused by ignorance of neces

sary parameters. 

We have seen already that at longer wavelengths, the 

ratio is less sensitive to the ozone distribution at any 

height. This has a direct bearing on our error analysis. 

If there is some systematic error that is larger at the 

shorter wavelengths, the inversion can adjust the ozone dis

tribution to make up for it and thereby will remain stable, 

whereas if the errors are large at the longer wavelengths, 

where the sensitivity is lower, it is more unlikely that 

59 
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such an error can be compensated for by slight adjustments 

to the ozone distribution. With this caveat in mind, we can 

proceed with our analysis of the errors. 

Numerical Errors 

Numerical Integration and _ . 
Quadrature Errors 

As mentioned above, two possible schemes for approx

imating eq 3.3 are given by eq 3.5 and 3.6. Table I shows 

the difference in the ratios produced by these two schemes 

for the model atmosphere described in the previous chapter, 

except without particulates, and for wavelengths between 290 

and 325 nm. The height interval used was 2 km. 

Table II, using a later version of eq 3.6 which al

lowed for the variation of the ozone absorption coefficient 

with temperature, shows the improvement gained by reducing 

the size of the height intervals. The difference in ratios 

between using Az = 2 km and the (presumably more accurate) 

Az = 1 km is significantly less than 1%, while the differ

ence between the two methods of evaluation of the integral 

(eq 3.5 and 3.6) varies between 0.71% at the shorter wave

lengths to an insignificant value at wavelengths greater 

than 300 nm. If we assume that the truth lies somewhere in 

between, we may set an upper bound of h of 1% for quadrature 

errors and then only at the shortest wavelengths. Again, 

since each inversion routine used data that was calculated 



TABLE I. Comparison of Ratios Generated by Two Numerical 
Approximation Schemes, Equation 3.5 and Equation 3.6 

Wavelength Ratio Calculated From 
(nm) Equation 3.5 Equation 3.6 %Difference 

290 1.547 1.558 .71 

295 9.507 x 10"2 9.544 x 10~2 .39 

300 2.754 x 10~2 2.757 x 10~2 .11 

305 1.615 x 10~2 1.615 x 10~2 .00 

310 1.286 x 10~2 1.286 x 10~2 .08 

315 1.078 x 10~2 1.077 x lO-2 .09 

320 9.731 x 10~3 9.727 x 10~3 .04 

325 8.930 x 10~3 8.927 x 10~3 .03 

t—1 



(nm) 

290 

291 

292 

293 

295 

298 

303 

312 

318 

325 

TABLE II. Ratios Produced from Equation 3.6 
for Different Height Intervals 

Ratio Calculated With 
Az = = 1 . km Az = 2 km Az = 5 km 

1.497 1.498 1.518 

6.471 X 

I—1 I o
 

i—i 

6.482 X 10"1 6.587 X 10"1 

3.382 X 10_1 3. 389 X 10"1 3.455 X 10"1 

1.806 X 10_1 1.810 X 10'1 1.852 X 10"1 

9.341 X 10-2 9.370 X 10-2 9.606 X 10-2 

3.914 X 10~2 3.926 X 10-2 4.023 X 10-2 

1.906 X ID"2 1.910 X 10-2 1.940 X 10-2 

1.182 X 10~2 1.183. X 10-2 1.189 X 10"2 

1.012 X 10-2 1.012 X 10~2 1.015 X 10-2 

8.919 X 10-3 8.921 X 10~3 8.932 X 10"3 

<r> 
to 
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with a consistent numerical approximation routine, this 

would only apply to errors in handling real data. 

Double Scatter 

As mentioned in Chapter III, calculations of the 

contribution of doubly scattered radiation, where both scat

ters take place above the observation level, contributed no 

more than 1/100 of 1% and can be safely neglected. Even if 

the doubly scattered radiation where the first scatter takes 

place below the observation level (and was backscattered in

to a position where the second scatter will contribute to 

the zenith intensity) were to enhance this effect by an or

der of magnitude, which is doubtful, neglecting this term 

cannot contribute an error of more than 0.1%. Subsequent 

sections of this chapter will demonstrate that there are far 

more serious errors and uncertainties to contend with. 

Use of Finite Field of View 

Any real instrument looks not in one direction only, 

but over a finite cone of view, and averages the flux densi

ty thus received by dividing by the solid angle of the cone 

to give an intensity (power per unit perpendicular area per 

unit wavelength interval per unit steradian). In the case 

of the measurement of the directly transmitted solar flux 

density, the effect of a finite field of view is that some 

energy scattered into a direction close to that of the sun 

is also measured and the reading thus obtained is spuriously 



high. (This will, of course, make the measured ratio spu

riously low.) B. M. Herman (personal communication 1975), 

investigating a somewhat different problem, estimated the 

error for a 7° field of view to be about 3% in the visible 

if the instrument is ground based. For our problem, we can 

make an estimate of the fractional error as follows. 

Consider only single scattering. The amount of ra

diation scattered out of the direct beam is then FQ(l-exp 

^~TT scatt^o^ * fract;'-on this radiation which is 

seen by the detector is approximately 

/p(0) dw (==.01 for Rayleigh scatter and 10° 

field of view). 

The directly transmitted solar flux density is FQexp 

(-T™ , , /j-t ) if there is no absorption. Thus, the frac-
X f S o 

tional overestimate in the solar flux density is approxi

mately 

(l-exp(-TT,scatt/u0l/p(S)do) 

^"vsoatt/'v . 

If, as in our case, tt scatt = -15 and 0Q = 55°, the frac

tional overestimation turns out to be about 0.1% if the 

scatterers are all Rayleigh particals. Aerosols, with their 

phase function highly peaked in the forward direction, can 

easily magnify this error by a factor of 10. 
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Up till now, we have ignored the absorption. We may 

do this for purposes of estimation, since all the beams 

travel almost the same path length and hence are absorbed 

almost equally. Thus in estimating fractional errors the 

absorption almost cancels. Since, however, there is less 

scattering at lower levels due to absorption above, the over-

estimation will be greater at longer wavelengths with their 

smaller amounts of absorption. This may be compensated to 

some extent by the fact that there is less Rayleigh scatter 

at these longer wavelengths and we may therefore consider 

the error in the directly transmitted solar flux density 

measurement to be about 1% at all wavelengths used, consid

ering a solar zenith angle of 55° and a 10° field of view. 

The error due to a finite field of view used in mea

suring the zenith sky intensity is not so easy to evaluate. 

If the intensity of the scattered light is almost constant 

throughout most of the angles near the zenith, then the 

averaging procedure will not be much in error. On the other 

hand, if the intensity at the zenith is either a peak or a 

valley in the intensity pattern, the averaging can give 

highly erroneous values. The procedure for calculating the 

variation of intensity with zenith and zimuth angles is rath

er complicated, especially if all orders of scattering are 

included (Herman and Browning 1965). Dave and Furukawa 

(1966) have published tables of these kinds of calculations, 

but the angular resolution is rather low, and interpolation 
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to find the error may not be helpful. With a fairly low sun 

it is not unreasonable to assume that the zenith intensity 

pattern will be fairly flat; however 10° is a very wide 

field of view, and to expect that averaging over this large 

a cone will give errors within 1% is certainly not reason

able. 

Summary 

The major sources of error which we have classified 

as "numerical," that is, the inability of the numerical cal

culations accurately to reflect the physical processes oc

curring, come from quadrature (=%%) and the fact that the 

instrument looks into a finite size cone, rather than into 

an infinitesimal dw (=*2-3%) . Clearly it will not be possi

ble to do the experiment with fields of view of the order of 

10°. Reducing the fields of view to 1° will cut the error 

in the intensity by reducing the solid angle which the in

strument views by a factor of 100. The sun subtends an 

angle of about h° from the earth so that a field of view of 

1° may be the smallest one can hope for without running into 

difficulties tracking the sun from the aircraft. Smaller 

fields of view also mean a good deal less energy reaches the 

detector when measuring intensities., and this may result in 

greater measurement errors. Further research must be done 

in this area to determine the optimum field of view, the one 

which will give minimum instrumental problems while 



simultaneously allowing a fairly simple numerical scheme to 

reproduce the physical situation to a good deal of accuracy. 

Atmospheric Errors 

The atmosphere is never static. Fluctuations are 

continually taking place in various parameters. We are con

cerned in this section with fluctuations in just two of the 

parameters, the temperature structure and the ozone profile. 

These inhomogeneities may be spatial or temporal, and the two 

may be interrelated as winds may blow warm or cold air, or 

"globs" of ozone across the measuring site. In addition, 

the aircraft is moving rapidly during the time one set of 

measurements is being made, and therefore the measurement at 

one wavelength may be made in one kind of atmosphere, while 

that at another wavelength may be made in a slightly differ

ent one. All these inhomogeneities will appear as random 

errors in the measured ratios. In this section we shall 

calculate the magnitude of these errors for the two types of 

fluctuations mentioned and indicate how they may be corre

lated. 

Temperature Tnh'omogeneit ie s 

A typical scan over wavelength takes about two min

utes with the given instrument. In this time the aircraft 

travels between 1Q and 20 miles. Inhomogeneities in tem

perature over the distance of 10—20 miles or over the time 

of two minutes may (in the stratosphere) be of the order of 
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2°K, if not more. Table III shows the results of three sets 

of calculations using equation 3.6, one with a temperature 

structure very similar to the "standard" structure, one with 

the same model atmosphere except with, maximum 2°K fluctua

tions in the temperature at each height, and one with maxi

mum 5°K fluctuations. This model atmosphere had the 

"standard" ozone profile, but no aerosols. 

The effect is seen to be maximum at shorter wave

lengths, but is generally less than even with fluctuations 

as much as 5°K. We may thus estimate an upper bound on the 

error from temperature fluctuations at h%. The effect of 

temperature fluctuations on the ozone absorption coefficient 

is to vary that coefficient less than 0.1%. Variation of 

the ozone absorption coefficient and the state of our knowl

edge of this parameter will be considered in a subsequent 

section. 

Inhomogeneities in Ozone Profile 

Table IV shows the variation of the measured ratio 

with various amounts of fluctuation in the ozone profile. 

The standard temperature structure was used, and there were 

no aerosols. 

We see that a 1% variation in the ozone profile 

gives rise to errors on the order of 1.5% at the shorter 

wavelengths, and almost no error at the longer wavelengths. 



TABLE III. Effect of Random Temperature Fluctuations 
on Calculated Ratios 

. , • Ratio Calculated With 
Wavelength 

'('nut)' No Fluctuations 2°K Fluctuations 5°K Fluctuations 

290 2.145 2.153 2.154 

291 9.051 X 10"1 9.083 X 10_1 9.090 X 10"1 

292 4.632 X 

1—
1 1 o
 

1—
I 

4.648 X 10"1 4.652 X 10"1 

293 2.424 X 10"1 2.432 X 10"1 2.435 X 

i—
i 
o
 

rH 

295 1.186 X 10"1 1.189 X 10"1 1.191 X lO"1 

298 4.583 X 10~2 4.592 X lO"2 4.597 X lO"2 

303 2.040 X lO"2 2.042 X 10"2 2.043 X lO"2 

312 1.191 X 10-2 1.191 X 10"2 1.191 X 10-2 

318 1.006 X 10~2 1.006 X lO"2 1.006 X 

CN 1 o
 

1 —1 

325 8.809 X 10~3 8.810 X lO"3 8.809 X io"3 

as 



(nm) 

290 

291 

292 

293 

295 

298 

303 

312 

318 

325 

TABLE IV. Effect of Random Ozone Fluctuations 
of Calculated Ratios 

Ratio Calculated With 
No Fluctuations 1% Fluctuations 2% Fluctuations 

1.558 1. 583 1. 620 

6.695 X 10_1 6. 784 X io"1 6.914 X 10"1 

3.495 X 10"1 3.534 X 10"1 3.589 X io"1 

1.877 X 10-1 1. 894 X 10"1 1.917 X 

i—i i o
 

i —i 

9.544 X 10~2 9.611 X 10"2 9.687 X 10~2 

3.974 X io-2 3. 989 X 10-2 4.002 X IO"2 

1.924 X 10~2 1.927 X io-2 1.928 X IO"2 

1.186 X IO"2 1.187 X 10"2 1.187 X IO"2 

1.014 X 10-2 1.014 X io"2 1.014 X IO"2 

8.927 X 10~3 8.928 X io"3 8.928 X 10"3 
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One percent fluctuations in the ozone profile are by no 

means inconceivable over the course of two minutes or 20 

miles. 

Correlation between Temperature 
and Ozone Fluctuations 

It would, however, be mistaken to assume that the 

two sources of error add to a total of 2% at the shorter 

wavelengths. Higher temperatures are generally associated 

with less dense air, and therefore we may say that increased 

ozone concentration will generally be correlated with de

creased temperatures. 

Now decreased temperatures will, by the hydrostatic 

equation, cause the pressure to fall off more rapidly with 

height. Thus, more of the scatterers will be at lower lev

els, where the ozone concentration is higher. 

This is borne out by calculations done with the "non

standard" temperature structure described above. This 

structure is much "hotter" than the standard structure, and 

as can be readily verified from Table V, produces much lar

ger ratios. Again, this data was produced with the standard 

ozone profile and no aerosols, but using eq 3.5. 

On the other hand, increased ozone concentrations 

will generally lead to larger ratios, as can be seen from 

the following argument. Energy that is measured as zenith 

sky intensity goes through a shorter optical path length 

than that which is measured as directly transmitted solar 



TABLE V. Ratios for 

Wavelength 
(nm) 

290 

291 

292 

293 

294 

295 

296 

297 

298 

299 

300 

Two Different Temperature Structures 

Ratio Calculated With 
Standard T(z) Non-Standard T(z) 

1.5578 1.7967 

6.7074 X 10"1 7.6125 X io"1 

3.5094 X 

1—1 1 o
 

1 —1 

3.9238 X 10_1 

1.8911 X 10"1 2.0785 X 10"1 

1.2638 X 10"1 1.3715 X io"1 

9.6605 X 10~2 1.0389 X 10"1 

7.2413 X 10~2 7.7050 X 

CM 1 o
 

1 —1 

5.3119 X ID"2 5.5829 X 

CN 1 o
 

1—1 

4.0568 X 
(

N 
1 O
 

i —
1 

4.2159 X IO"2 

3.3996 X io-2 3.5069 X IO"2 

2.8260 X 10-2 2.8922 X io"2 
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flux. (This can be verified v/ith reference to figure 2. 

The scattered light goes part of the distance from the sun 

to the detector vertically, whereas the directly transmitted 

flux must go the entire way on a slant path, which is longer 

by a factor of sec(0Q).) Therefore, increased ozone concen

trations and therefore increased absorption act to attenuate 

the direct flux more strongly than the zenith intensity. 

Thus the ratio is increased. 

This being the case, since "hot spots" tend to in

crease the ratio, but also tend to have less ozone, which 

decreases the ratio, we see that the effects of the two 

types of fluctuations are negatively correlated. If they 

were perfectly negatively correlated we would be able to 

subtract the two errors. Since we have no guarantee that 

the correlation is so perfect, we can place an estimate as 

to the combined effect of temperature and ozone fluctuations 

at the greater of the two values, or on the order of 1.5% at 

the shorter wavelengths, and decreasing almost to zero for 

the longer ones. 

Curran (personal communication 1975) suggested that 

if, instead of constant altitude levels, constant pressure 

levels were used as the vertical coordinate, then problems 

of temperature fluctuations would be eliminated (as there 

are the same number of molecular scatterera between any two 

pressure levels no matter what the average, temperature of 

the level is). While this is certainly the case, using 
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pressure as the vertical coordinate would not affect the 

fluctuations in ozone concentration, which is the dominant 

error in this section. The suggestion certainly does have 

validity in overcoming error caused by gross ignorance of 

the temperature structure, as will be discussed in the next 

section. 

Ancillary Errors 

Under the rubric "ancillary" we have included all 

those errors which arise from our ignorance of the parameters 

necessary for the calculation of the expected ratio. In two 

cases, those of the absorption coefficient of ozone, and the 

aircraft altitude, the errors are of the form of uncertain

ties in the actual values needed, uncertainties which lead 

to random errors in the calculated ratios. 

The others, such as temperature and aerosol struc

tures, aerosol phase function, measurement of the solar 

zenith angle, and measurement of the total ozone amount 

above the aircraft, lead rather to systematic errors. As 

mentioned above, if these systematic errors are such that 

they decrease (fractionally) with increasing wavelength, it 

may still be possible to invert. That is, since the error 

is maximum in the wavelength region where sensitivity to the 

ozone distribution is also maximum, it may be possible for 

the program to adjust the ozone distribution to make up for 

the error. Thus, some distribution will come out, albeit an 
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incorrect one. Knowing the uncertainty in the erroneous 

parameter may allow us to predict the uncertainty in the de

rived distribution. 

As we shall see however, not all of the parameters 

mentioned above give this fortunate result. If the errors 

involved are large at longer wavelengths, the programs will 

be unable to produce an inversion. 

Ozone Absorption Coefficients 

Ozone absorption coefficients have been measured by 

several investigators. Inn and Tanaka (1953) and Vigroux 

(1953) have been cited above, as their values were used in 

most of the calculations, but measurements have been made by 

Hearn (1961), deMore and Raper (1964) and Griggs (1968) in 

addition. To determine what kind of uncertainties are to be 

expected in the absorption coefficient, we may compare values 

at two wavelengths. The two tables used in the Handbook of 

Geophysics coincide at only one wavelength, 298.2 ran. The 

value at -44°C is given by Inn and Tanaka as 12.3 cm \ while 

Vigroux's value is 11.9 cm"1. At +18°C both investigators 

agree. Comparison of four of the above investigators' val

ues at 296.73 nm shows a variation of base-10 values from 

6.72 to 7.00 cm"1. These discrepancies are of the order of 

3-4%. 

Table VI shows the results of applying maximum 1%, 

2% and 3% random errors to the values of the ozone absorption 



TABLE VI. Effect of Variation in the Ozone 
Absorption Coefficient on Calculated Ratios 

wavelength Ratio Calculated With 
(rati) No Error 1% Error 2% Error 3% Error 

290 1.558 1.624 1.651 1.735 

291 6.695 X 10"1 6.879 X 10-1 7.261 X 10_1 6.898 X io"1 

292 3.495 X 10-1 3.531 X lO"1 3. 808 X 10_1 3.962 X 10'1 

293 1.877 X 10"1 1.922 X 10"1 1.905 X 10-1 1.987 X 10-1 

295 9.544 X H
 

O
 1 to
 

9.618 X IO-2 1.005 X 1Q-1 9.569 X io-2 

298 3.974 X l(T2 3.998 X 10-2 3.983 X io-2 4.028 X 10~2 

303 1.924 X IO-2 1.934 X 10-2 1.933 X 10-2 1.939 X IO"2 

312 1.186 X 10-2 1.188 X 10~2 1.189 X 10-2 1.187 X 10-2 

318 1.014 X 10-2 1.015 X 10~2 1.015 X 10-2 1.015 X io-2 

325 8.927 X IO-3 8.929 X IO-3 8.932 X io-3 8.930 X 10"3 

•vi 
ctl 
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coefficient. In this case, the values of the absorption 

coefficient were not allowed to vary with temperature or 

pressure. In fact, these variations are not well known, and 

are one of the sources of error in this parameter. As can 

be seen, with 1% error in the absorption coefficient, the 

errors in the calculated ratios range from more than 4% at 

the shorter wavelengths to about 0.1% at the longer wave

lengths. With larger errors, the variation in the ratios 

exceeds 10% at the shortest wavelengths and is almost 1% at 

the longer wavelengths. 

With temperature and pressure corrections being 

largely unknown, and given the results of the comparisons of 

the works of the various investigators, an uncertainty of 3% 

in the value of the ozone absorption coefficient is certain

ly not unreasonable. The corresponding uncertainty in the 

calculated ratios can then be taken as about 10% near 290 nm 

and almost 1% near 325 nm. It may be noted here that this 

error alone is enough to destroy any hope of useful inver

sions from this experiment. We shall return to this point 

in the summar section of this chapter. 

Aircraft Height 

All calculations of the ratios were done assuming 

that the solar flux density and the zenith sky intensity 

were measured with the aircraft at the same altitude. If 

this is not so, it is necessary to correct the ratios down 

to some nominal level. If the difference in altitudes is 



small, this can be done by considering only the attenuation 

on the path between the nominal level and the actual level 

at which the scans were made, neglecting any scatter that 

might take place in the intervening distance. 

Thus, if Atf is the difference in optical depth be

tween the level at which the flux scan was taken and the 

nominal level, and At^ is the corresponding difference for 

the zenith intensity, (y= 1), then the ratio must be multi

plied by the factor exp(ATF/yQ - ATj) in order to bring it 

to the nominal level value. 

Errors in the calculation of the aircraft altitudes 

will lead to errors in the determination of AX_ and AXt, as f i 

will the fact that these will of necessity be interpolations 

anyway. For example, the total optical depth increment in 

the lowest 1 km layer, with the standard temperature struc

ture and standard ozone profile, and without aerosols, is 

0.4 at 290 nm, and 0.02 at 325 nm. If the aircraft altitude 

varies by only 20 m during a scan, and the zenith angle of 

the sun is 55° (l/uo = 1.74), the relative error will be 1.4% 

at 290 nm and about 0.1% at 325 nm. 

It is possible that by flying the aircraft at a con

stant pressure level and formulating the problem in terms of 

pressure as the vertical coordinate, that this problem may 

be reduced as it is possible to measure pressure much more 

accurately than height, and it is also easier to fly at a 
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constant pressure than at constant altitude. In addition, 

this error may be reduced by taking zenith sky and solar 

flux measurements at each wavelength and then moving on to 

the next, rather than by doing two different scans. This 

will only make the problem of correction simpler, and will 

not eliminate the problem altogether if the ratio at differ

ent wavelengths is measured with the aircraft at different 

altitudes. 

Whether it is possible altogether to eliminate this 

source of error is very much open to question, as 20m is not 

very much altitude variation over the course of some minutes, 

although up- and downdrafts in the stratosphere are much 

less than in lower regions. 

Temperature Structure 

Returning to Table V, we see that a significant er

ror in the temperature structure can cause large deviations 

in the calculated ratios. These deviations range from 14% 

at 290 nm to 0.6% at 304 nm, and are a monotonically decreas

ing function of wavelength. In general, if some soundings 

from nearby weather stations are available, or if the temper

ature at the aircraft level can be measured from the plane, 

the errors in the temperature structure need not be so 

large. 

If we refer to figures 11 and 12, we see that indeed 

both inversion runs with the appropriate temperature 
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structure given and those with gross error in the tempera

ture structure are able to produce results. Of course if 

the temperature structure is not known the results are de

graded. 

Figure 11 shows two inversion results for the Twomey 

method, all with input data unencumbered with errors. The 

data were computed for the "standard" temperature structure 

and the inversion program was run once with the correct and 

once with the "non-standard" temperature structure. While 

the input ozone profile was reproduced almost exactly when 

the program had all the correct parameters, the size of the 

maximum in the distribution was about 10% smaller with the 

hotter distribution. 

Figure 12 shows similar runs for the Chahine-Twomey 

method. In this case, data with 3% random error was used 

and again the size of the maximum was significantly reduced, 

although the position of the maximum in height remained at 

21 km. The actual height of the maximum of the original dis> 

tribution was at 23 km. 

Thus, while ignorance of the temperature structure 

is not such as to contribute to. the instability of an inver

sion (in the sense that the inversion cannot produce any re

sults at all), it does contribute to the problem of 

uniqueness of the result. That is, referring to fig 1, giv

ing the inversion program the wrong temperature structure 

effectively changes the union of the set of physically 
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reasonable solutions and the set which is the image of the 

volume V1. This is because a change in the temperature 

structure is effectively a change in the form of the func

tion F. It therefore will cause even exact data (V1 = 0) to 

invert to an incorrect result. 

Ignorance of the temperature structure will lead to 

errors in the ozone absorption coefficient. However, this 

effect will be only about 1% for temperature errors of 20°K 

and furthermore will be systematic. Hotter temperatures 

will give larger values of at all wavelengths, which will 

increase the ratios even more than just the temperature 

effect on the distribution of Rayleigh scatterers. This 

will only enhance the non-uniqueness, while having little 

effect on the stability. Furthermore, this may be the least 

of the errors associated with the absorption coefficients. 

Curran's suggestion that pressure levels be used in

stead of altitude levels should eliminate that part of the 

problem associated with the variation of the height distri

bution of Rayleigh scatter. However, there will be a resid

ual effect from the variation of the absorption coefficient 

with temperature. Since the absorption coefficient also 

varies with pressure, using pressure levels will also simpli

fy the calculations of this dependence. Since pressure lev

els have a slope with respect to the horizontal of the order 

of 1 m in 1 km, the fact that these "levels" are not really 

level is not of much importance. 
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Total Ozone and Ozone Concentration 
at Aircraft Level 

It may be possible to measure either the total ozone 

amount above the aircraft, or the ozone concentration at the 

aircraft level, or both. Runs were made to test the effects 

of holding these values constant, both at the correct and at 

incorrect values. In no case did it seem to matter very 

much to the final result of the inversion which values were 

held constant, or whether the values, they were held at were 

correct or not. 

The only qualification to this statement is that if 

the total ozone was held at a value above the correct value, 

the size of the ozone maximum was increased. This is of 

course to be expected. 

Solar Zenith Angle 

In general, the larger the solar zenith angle, the 

more sensitive the ratios are to changes in the ozone distri

bution. However, at values of the solar zenith angle great

er than about 65°, the attenuation at the shorter wavelengths 

is so great as to render accurate measurement almost impos

sible. Therefore, one must use longer wavelengths (where 

there is less absorption), and sensitivity gains are again 

lost. In addition, effects of the sphericity of the earth-

become important for low sun, and render the numerical prob

lems intractable. Therefore, the aircraft must fly at loca

tions where the zenith angle is between about 50° and 65°. 
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This of course puts some restraint on the times of measure

ment, and in fact will make it impossible to take data at 

all during the polar winter. 

Table VII compares ratios calculated for the same 

model atmosphere (without aerosols) at two different solar 

zenith angles, 55° and 65°. The difference varies from al

most nothing at 325 nm to more than two orders of magnitude 

at 290 nm. If the measurement of the solar zenith angle is 

better than 0.1°, then, interpolating logarithmically, the 

errors in the calculated ratio would still be on the order 

of 5% at the shortest wavelength. If the aircraft's naviga

tion system were good enough to allow us to calculate the 

zenith angle to 0.02°, the error might still be of the order 

of 1%. This is serious enough that it cannot be neglected. 

Aerosol Structure and Phase Function 

It has long been known that there is suspended par

ticulate matter in the stratosphere. These particles have 

been investigated both by direct soundings (Bigg, Kviz and 

Thompson 19 72, Bigg, Ono and Thompson 19 70, Rosen 19 64, 

Chagnon and Junge 1961), by chemical means (Lazrus, Gandrud 

and Cadle 1971, Friend, Leifer and Trichon 1973) and by li-

dar techniques (Fox et al. 1973, Schuster 19 70, Phillipovskij 

et al. 1968, Grams and Fiocco 1967, Fiocco and Grams 1964). 

A stable layer in th_e region 20 — 30 km (depending on geo

graphical location) has been found, as well as a layer of 
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TABLE VII. Comparison of Calculated Ratios 
for Two Different Solar Zenith Angles 

Ratio Calculated With 
0^ =55° 0 = 65° 
o o 

1.581 
4.097 X 10+2 

6.694 X 10-1 
7.380 X 10+1 

3.452 X 10-1 
1.916 X 10+1 

1.832 X 10"1 
5.077 

9.202 X io-2 
1.146 

3.793 X 10~2 
1.500 X io"1 

1.850 X 10-2 2.894 X IO"2 

1.159 X 10~2 
1.201 X IO"2 

9.958 X 10"3 9.621 X IO"3 

8.787 X io"3 
8.239 X IO"3 

00 
a\ 
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presumably sulfate aerosols, which Schuster found to be only 

intermittently present. 

Aerosols contribute both, to the scattering of light 

into the zenith direction and to the attenuation of the 

light both out of the direct solar beam and the scattered 

beam. There are therefore two parameters that are necessary 

to account for the aerosols - the structure in height (that 

is AT (z)) and the value of the phase function (p (0T)) ci03T 3.63T X 

at the scattering angle (which is the same as the solar ze

nith angle). Table VIII presents values of the calculated 

ratios for several different cases: no aerosols, "standard" 

aerosol structure and p (0T) = 0.2. "standard" aerosols ^aer I ' 

and Paer(®j) = 0.1, and "standard" aerosol structure only 

with 50% more particles, and Paer(0j) = 0.1. 

Several things are immediately apparent. First, the 

error involved in ignoring the aerosols completely is large 

and is largest at longer wavelengths (fractionally). Second, 

knowledge of p(0) is necessary; ignorance of this value also 

leads to unacceptably large errors, and errors that also in

crease fractionally with wavelength. Since the value of 

p(0) is highly dependent on the composition and size distri

bution of the aerosols, as well as the wavelength under con

sideration, both of which may vary with height and neither 

of which, can be determined remotely, large errors of the 

kind indicated here are entirely plausible. 



(run) 

290 

291 

292 

293 

295 

298 

303 
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318 

325 

TABLE VIII. Comparison of Calculated Ratios with 
Different Aerosol Numbers and Properties 

R a t i o  C a l c u l a t e d  W i t h  
Standard Aerosols Standard Aerosols Standard Aerosols 

No Aerosols and P(0O) = *2 and P^o^*1 +50% and P^V88-1 

1.558 1. 837 1.714 1.794 

6.695 X 10"1 8. 033 X io"1 7.433 X io"1 7.811 X 10_1 

3.495 X 10"1 4. 269 X io"1 3.917 X io"1 4.134 X IO-1 

1.877 X 10"1 2. 345 X 10"1 2.129 X 10_1 2.258 X IO-1 

9.544 X ID"2 1. 232 X 10"1 1.102 X io"1 1.178 X IO"1 

3.974 X io"2 5. 433 X 10~2 4.737 X 10~2 5.126 X 10~2 

1.924 X 10-2 2. 809 X 10~2 2.381 X IO"2 2.613 X io"2 

1.186 X 10-2 1. 847 X IO"2 1.524 X IO'2 1.696 X 10"2 

1.014 X 10-2 1. 628 X IO"2 1.327 X IO"2 1.487 X IO"2 

8.927 X 10~3 1. 480 X IO"2 1.192 X IO"2 1.344 X IO"2 

00 
00 
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In an attempt to circumvent this problem, the fol

lowing reasoning was used. Since the effects of ignorance 

of the aerosol properties are maximum in the longer wave

length region, where the possibility for causing instability 

is greatest, search for that p(0) which allows a given aero

sol structure to match the ratio for the longest wavelength 

to within, say 1%, and use this value for all the wavelengths 

for the inversion. Of course this value of p will in general 

depend also on the particular initial guess which happens to 

be used. 

Runs were made with data generated with p(0) = 0.2 

and the standard height structure of aerosols. The program 

was also given the standard height structure to work with, 

and attempted to invert data sets with 1%, 2% and 3% errors. 

The values of p(0) obtained after the search procedure were 

.204 for the 1% data and .210 for the other two data sets. 

Figure 13 shows the results for runs made giving the inver

sion program the correct temperature structure. 

While the only obvious effect of the aerosols at 

even the 3% error level is the diminution of the ozone maxi

mum, at higher levels oscillations are beginning to set in 

(not shown). If the program had been given the wrong height 

structure of aerosols, and the wrong temperature structure 

(as we would expect if we were dealing with real data), 

these problems would be correspondingly more severe, if in 

fact the inversions would produce results at all. 
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Therefore, unless some way can be found to determine 

the composition and size distribution of the aerosols in the 

stratosphere, their effect will be a further degradation of 

the validity and efficacy of any inversion attempt. It may 

be possible, with long wavelength channels (around 360 nm, 

where ozone absorption is negligible) to determine the total 

optical depth due to the aerosols, which may, without too 

much harm, be distributed approximately exponentially with 

height, but this does not solve the problem of wavelength de

pendence of the aerosol optical depth or knowledge of p„,„ a.0 IT 

( 0 ) .  

Summary 

We have considered three general categories of error. 

The first two, numerical and atmospheric, range from a total 

of about 4% at 290 nm to perhaps 2% at the longer wave

lengths. The third category contributes heavily to the ran

dom errors, in the sense that errors in our knowledge of the 

necessary parameters of the calculations lead to errors in 

the calculated ratios. These range from the order of 13% at 

the shorter wavelengths to perhaps 1 or 1%% at the longer 

ones. Thus, the total random error ranges from about 17% at 

290 nm to ahout 3.1% at 325 nm. These results are summarized 

in Tahle IX. 

While this may appear to call for more measurements 

at longer wavelengths, it should be remembered that the 



TABLE IX. 

Source of Error Random 

Numerical Approximation 
and Quadrature 

Double Scatter 

Finite Field of View 

Temperature and Ozone 
Inhomogeneities X 

Ozone Absorption 
Coefficients X 

Aircraft Height X 

Temperature Structure 

Solar Zenith Angle X 

Aerosol Structure 

Aerosol Phase Function 

TOTAL ERRORS excluding 
Temperature Structure 
and Aerosol Properties 

Summary of Errors 

Systematic Size at 290nm Size at 325nm 

X .71% .03% 

X 0.00% 0.01% 

X 2.0% 2.0% 

1.5% 0.0% 

10.0% 1.0% 

1.5% 0.1% 

X 14.0% 0.1% 

1-5% 0.0% 

X 16.0% 17.0% 

X 7.0% 22.0% 

17.0% 3.1' 

to 
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values of 3In R^/31n k̂ are some 2 to 3 orders of magnitude 

smaller at these longer wavelengths. That is, a 1% error 

— 2 where the value of 3ln R^/3lnfi^. is on the order of 10 is 

still ten times worse than a 10% error where that value is 

of the order of 1, for in the former case the magnification 

of error leads to an error in the derived result of about 

100%, where in the latter case the error remains at the 10% 

figure. 

This kind of analysis can also be done on a height-

by-height basis, by noting that in general the sensitivity 

of the ratio to ozone amount is about 100 times greater at 

the lowest level than at the highest. We may then proceed 

to estimate the total volume V as follows. The volume V1 is 

the product of all the fractional errors at the different 

wavelengths. A linear scale would then be given approximate

ly by the geometric average of the various errors at the dif

ferent wavelengths. Taking only the maximum and minimum 

errors, we have a linear dimension of about 7% (~/17%x3.1%). 

When this is magnified by about 40 (the figure mentioned 

above), we come out with an error estimate of about 280% for 

the ozone distribution. This in turn is really a geometric 

average of the errors at the different heights. Again, tak

ing only the top and bottom, and assuming a sensitivity dif

ference of 2 orders of magnitude, we can guess that the 

error in the ozone amount at the bottom is about 28% and 

that at the top is about 2800%. 
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Needless to say, this is just a guess, as the algo

rithm will reject many of the ozone profiles in this range 

as unphysical. These physical constraints will have the 

effect of evening out the sensitivity differences at differ

ent heights. That is, the range of values at lower levels 

will be increased while that at higher levels will be de

creased. 

Thus, the range of values that we may reasonably ex

pect to obtain by inverting real data is much too large to 

detect any small scale structure of the ozone distributions, 

either in time or in space. 

Added to this difficulty are the difficulties imposed 

by lack of knowledge of other parameters, most notably the 

temperature structure and the aerosol characteristics. Giv

ing the inversion routines incorrect values for these para

meters will cause it to invert even perfect data incorrectly. 

Finally, all of this analysis has considered the 

actual instrumentation on the aircraft to be perfect. When 

1 or 2% instrumental error, or any systematic instrumential 

bias of this magnitude or greater is added on top of all the 

above considerations, the futility of these kind of measure

ments becomes painfully apparent. 



CHAPTER VI 

CONCLUSIONS AND SUGGESTIONS 
FOR FURTHER RESEARCH 

A general consideration of the properties of the in

version problem has led to a new method of analyzing the 

feasibility of making radiative measurements and using them 

to infer atmospheric parameters. While previous investiga

tors have concentrated their efforts on determining the max

imum number of independent pieces of information inherent in 

a given problem, the discussion in the present work is 

focused rather on the magnification of errors in the input 

measurements into errors in the inferred quantities. A new 

and simple technique is given for estimating the magnifica

tion factor. In addition, a new and simpler technique is 

also given for estimating an upper bound on the number of 

pieces of information that we may be able to derive from an 

inversion program. 

In the particular problem at hand, use of these con

siderations gives us an upper bound on the number of pieces 

of information of 4, and an error magnification factor of 40 

for percentage errors. We may thus conclude that if the er

rors in the input data are of the order of.2% or more, we 

will be forced to accept errors in the inferred ozone distri

bution on the order of 100%. Experimentation with two 

95 
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inversion algorithms bears out this conclusion. Thus, our 

original problem of inferring the fine scale horizontal dis

tribution of atmospheric ozone will not be soluble with in

put errors of this order. 

We then wish to consider what size errors we may ex

pect to find in a realistic measurement program. To do this, 

we assume first that we have a perfect instrument and may 

therefore ignore all random and systematic errors arising 

from the measurement system. We then proceed to calculate 

the magnitude of errors arising from atmospheric fluctua

tions, numerical approximations, and ignorance of various of 

the ancillary parameters necessary to the inversion routines. 

These appear to the inversion programs as if they were meas

urement errors. An average magnitude for these various er

rors is on the order of 7%. We conclude therefore that with 

the present knowledge of the ancillary parameters, and given 

the inherent difficulties of the radiative inversion process, 

it is at present impossible to discern the fine scale struc

ture of the ozone layer using these kind of measurements. 

In order to surmount these difficulties, an experi

mental program must go in several directions. First, the 

ahsorption coefficient of ozone must be known to within 1%, 

and its variation with temperature and pressure must also be 

known very accurately. Second, the properties of the strato

spheric aerosol must be measured accurately. If it is pos

sible to define an average stratospheric aerosol, and if the 
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properties of the actual aerosol at different times and 

places do not vary widely from this average, then average 

values may not degrade the inversion too seriously. If such 

a definition is not possible, then some method of sensing 

the aerosol optical depth and phase function remotely must 

be found and employed at the same time that the radiation 

measurements are being made. 

The feasibility of this technique for routine moni

toring is further limited by constraints on the plausible 

solar zenith angles. Data cannot be taken except in the 

early morning and late afternoon. Interesting effects may 

be present near midday or at night which could not be 

assessed using this technique. 

Other capabilities of the aircraft must also be 

looked into. For instance, the aircraft could fly at sev

eral levels between 15 and 30 km, and differences could be 

found between the readings at successive levels. The amount 

of attenuation could thereby be directly assessed. If there 

were some way of measuring the aerosol amount directly, it 

would be possible to calculate the amount of ozone in these 

layers. 

It may also be possible that data at 30 km may be 

significantly easier to invert, as there is no maximum in 

the distribution above this height (that is, the distribu

tion can probably be described better with fewer parameters, 

perhaps even as few as we can infer). It may also be 



possible, given a direct measurement of the ozone distribu

tion between 15 and 30 km that even inverting the data taken 

at 15 km may be easier, since so much is known a priori and 

can be used to constrain the set of possible solutions. 

Finally, it may be possible to measure the incoming 

solar flux density by flying at 30 km (above almost all the 

ozone), and using this value to invert the intensity measure

ments at 15 km. These flights could be made at times when 

the sun is high and intensity measurements are not very sen

sitive to the vertical distribution of ozone, in order not 

to. waste time. It is very likely that the intensity inver

sion may be less sensitive to measurement error than the 

ratio inversion. However, unless the incoming solar flux 

can be measured to better than 1%, any gain will be nulli

fied. Given our lack of certainty about the ozone absorp

tion coefficient, this may be a difficult level of accuracy 

to obtain. 

These methods all have the drawback that flying at 

several altitudes takes a considerable amount of time, thus 

making the problems of atmospheric fluctuations much worse, 

and degrading the time resolution of which the method is 

capahle. This, can be overcome by flying several planes si

multaneously. Such a program is of course expensive and has 

thH additional problem of intercalihrating the instruments,. 

On the instrumental side, either the field of view 

of the instruments must be reduced, or the effects of using 
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large fields of view must be better known. It is possible, 

especially if we consider aerosols, that using fields of 

view as wide as 10° may make the problem numerically unfea

sible. Also, instrumental error must be reduced to less 

than 1%, or else its contribution alone will cause the in

versions to be unstable. Whether this is feasible on an air

craft platform is also problematical. 

An aircraft platform for monitoring the ozone distri

bution of the stratosphere would be of great value to meteo

rology, as it is cheap and capable of rather fine space and 

time resolution. Given the inherent difficulties in invert

ing the equation of radiative transfer for real atmospheric 

problems however, it seems that successful implementation of 

this scheme will not be possible at the present time and 

with the present instrumentation. 
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